
HX851S 
Floating Hand Held VHF with GPS
6 Watt transmit power with glow-in-the dark gasket, 
water activated SOS Strobe light waypoint navigation and a 
compass display and more! 3-Year waterproof warranty.
Model# HX851S

  SALE

$199.95

PSS Shaft Seals
Eliminate water in the bilge & wear to the propeller shaft. Can be 
easily retrofitted and is available for shafts ranging from 3/4” (20mm) 
to 6” (150mm). Ask us for details.

   SALE

15%OFF

  Quarts

$43.95

   Gallons

$139.95

Aquagard Water Based Bottom Paint 
Water-based Anti-Fouling Marine Paint for Fiberglass & Wooden Boats.
Ablative action with Controlled leach out repels barnacles & other 
growth. Fast drying water Based formula rolls on easily and cleans up 
with soap and water. Non-toxic fumes. 
Outperforms paints that are twice the price!
Available in black, red, blue, horizon blue, green, teal & shark white.

Marine Oil Sorbent Pads 
Absorb all oil-based fluids such as engine oil, 
hydraulic oil, transmission fluid, engine fuels, 
gasoline and kerosene. Made from 100% 
recycled polypro. 15” x 18”
Model# BUF91107

  SALE

.99¢ Sudbury 
Eco Zoap Plus 
A heavy duty biodegradable 
formula that removes stubborn 
dirt, stains and residue from all 
marine surfaces. Can be used in 
fresh and salt water. 
32 Fl. Oz. (946 ml)
Model# SUD811Q

  SALE

$9.95



ECLIPSE DSC+ GX1200 VHF Radio 
The Eclipse DSC+ is an affordable ultra compact ITU Class D VHF radio designed 
with a sturdy die-cast chassis making this full functioning 25 Watt radio the perfect 
choice for serious power and sail boaters alike.
Model# GX1200W (white) / GX1200B (black)

   SALE

$149.95

Plus $30 mail-in Rebate

Mini Compact Horn 
Stainless steel. 12V 105 db at 1 Meter
Model# ONG10035

   SALE
$34.95

Spider & Bird 
Stain Remover  
Droppings from birds and spiders can’t 
be  removed with just soap and water. 
But just spray on Star brite Spider & 
Bird Stain  Remover and they’ll begin 
to break down instantly without hard 
scrubbing. Non-abrasive,  non-toxic 
formula won’t harm fiberglass, painted 
surfaces or remove waxes or polish. 
Model# S95122 (22oz)

   SALE
$9.70

Hex GE90 Star NAV LED Bulb 
Designed as a direct, one-to-one, replacement for 
the incandescent navigation anchor light bulbs 
(trade# 68, 90, 94, & 1004) 2 NM visibility
Model# 9000425

   SALE
$27.95

FSR (Fiberglass Stain Remover) 
A unique stain absorbing gel that is ideal for 
removing oil, rust, exhaust, waterline and 
transom stains from fiberglass.
Model# DAV0790

   SALE
$9.95

Rule Mate 500GPH
Automatic Bilge Pump
The Rule Mate series of Bilge pumps feature a solid state water sensing 
technology that eliminates the need for a separate float switch.
Model# RM500A

   SALE
$64.95


